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ABSTRACT:
Finger searching is a good way to facilitate efficient search. A finger search beginning at a particular element of an
array is done by an exponential search by inspecting the elements at a distance of 2 i-1 from the finger. Alternative
to finger search trees are treaps and skip lists. A treap satisfies elements which are sorted to inorder traversal of tree.
A skip list is considered to be that kind of a data structure that consists of expected (log n) levels. Its certain main
applications are that it is used in computational geometry, set operations, for list splitting, for adaptive merging and
sorting.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
A major problem in computer science is to maintain a sorted sequence of elements to facilitate efficient searches.
One of the best solutions to the problem is to maintain a sorted sequence in the form of balanced search tree to
enable insertions, deletions and searches in logarithmic time.
A finger search tree are basically search trees that support fingers, hence, pointers to elements in the search trees
and supports efficient updates and searches in the vicinity of the fingers. Skip lists and treaps are basically
applications of finger search trees.
II.
DEFINATION
A finger search on a data structure is an extension of any search operation that supports structure and a reference
(finger) to an element in the data structure is given along with the query. Finger search trees are a function of
distance between element and the finger.
III.
DYNAMIC FINGER SEARCH TREES
A dynamic finger search tree in addition to finger search trees supports the addition and deletion of elements on a
position given by a finger. These finger search trees assume either a fixed constant number of fing
Guibas et al had introduced finger search trees as a variant of B-trees which supports finger search trees in 0(log d)
time. Moving a finger for d positions requires 0(log d) time. This theory was further modified by Huddleston and
Mehlhorn. Tarjan and van Wyk presented a solution based on red-black trees.
Constructions that support 0(log d) time searches and 0(log* n) time insertions and deletions were developed by
Harel and Fischer. Finger search trees with worst-case constant time insertions and 0(log*n) was presented by
Brodal et al.
Splay trees were introduced as a class of self-adjusting binary search trees by Slater and Trajan. It supports
searches, insertions, deletions in amortized 0(log n)time. These splay trees, later proved by Cole, were quite
efficient finger search trees.
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An 0(n) initialization cost ,the amortized cost, the amortized cost of an access at distance d from preceding access
in a splay tree is 0(log d)where accesses include insertion, deletion and searches. The above statement applies in
presence of only one finger that points the last accessed element.
The above mentioned constructions could only be implemented on a pointer machine where the only operation is
that of comparison of two elements. In order to overcome this, Random Access Machine model of computation,
was developed by Dietz and Raman. They developed a finger search tree with constant update time and 0(log d)
search time. In the same model of computation, a logarithmic bound in search procedure query time (logd/log
logd)1/2 was achieved.
I.
LEVEL-LINKED (2,4) TREES
A (2,4)-tree is a height balanced search tree where all leaves are of same height and depth. All internal nodes have
degree of two, three or four. Internal nodes only store search keys for guiding searches and all elements are stored
at leaves. As each internal node at least a degree of two, it has a height of 0(log n) and supports searches in 0(log n)
time.
A (2,4)-tree that has n leaves can be split to two trees n1 and n2 in amortized 0(log min(n1,n2)) time. In order to
support finger search (2,4)-trees are augmented with level links equal depth are linked together in a double linked
list. For performing a finger search from x to y ,we first check if y is to the left or right of x. Assume without loss of
generality that y is to the right of x. Traversing of path is done from x towards the root while examining the nodes
on the path and their neighbors until it has been established that y is contained within sub-tree rooted at v or v's
right neighbor .Upwards search is terminated and at two most downwards searches for y is started respectively at
v or v's right neighbor. The 0(log d) search time follows from the observation that if we advance the upwards search
to the node to the parent of node v then y is to right of leftmost sub tree of v's right neighbor.
II.
SKIP LISTS
A randomized dictionary data structure which consists of expected 0(log n)levels is called a skip list. The lowest
level present in a linked list contains elements in sorted order and each succeeding level is a random sample of
elements of previous level, where each element is included in the next level with a fixed probability.
The most considered properties of a skip list are that they support insertions and deletions at a given position,
require expected linear space consist of expected 0(log n)levels and support searches in expected 0(log n)time.
To facilitate backward finger searches, a finger to a node v is stored as an expected 0(log n) space finger data
structure that for each level i stores a pointer to the node to the left of v where the level i pointer either points to v or
a node to the right of v.

Fig: Finger search on skip list
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III.
TREAPS
A treap is an important application of finger search tree. A rooted binary tree in which each node stores an element
where each element has an associated random priority is called a treap. It satisfies that the elements are sorted with
respect to an in order traversal of tree, the priority elements satisfy heap order ,i.e. the priority stored at a node is
always smaller than or equal to the priority stored at the parent node. The most prominent properties of treaps are


Expected 0(log n) height, implying that they provide searches in expected log n time.



insertion of elements



deletion of elements

Fig: Performing finger search on treap
The essential property of treaps which enable 0(log d)finger searches is that for elements x and y whose ranks differ
by d in the set stored, the expected length of path between x and y in treap is 0(log d). In order to perform a finger
search for y starting at a finger at x, we ideally start at x and traverse the path till we reach the least ancestor path of
x and y and start a downward search for y.
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